We revisit the formation of the double pulsar PSR J0737-3039, taking into account the most recent observational constraints and examining its most likely progenitors. We show that the most likely kick velocity and progenitor parameters depend strongly on the consideration of the full fivedimensional probability distribution function for the magnitude and direction of the kick velocity imparted to pulsar B at birth, the mass of pulsar B's pre-supernova helium star progenitor, and the pre-supernova orbital separation, and on the adopted prior assumptions. The priors consist of the transverse systemic velocity, the age of the system, and the treatment of the unknown radial velocity. Since the latter cannot be determined from observation, we adopt a statistical approach and use theoretical radial-velocity distributions obtained from population synthesis calculations for coalescing double neutron stars. We find that the prior assumptions about the pre-supernova helium star mass affect the derived most likely parameters significantly: when the minimum helium star mass required for neutron star formation is assumed to be 2.1 M⊙, the most likely kick velocity ranges from 70 km s −1 to 180 km s −1 ; when masses lower than 2.1 M⊙ are assumed to allow neutron star formation, the most likely kick velocity can be as low as a few km s −1 , although the majority of the considered models still yield most likely kick velocities of 50 km s −1 to 170 km s −1 . We also show that the proximity of the double pulsar to the Galactic plane and the small proper motion do not pose stringent constraints on the kick velocity and progenitor mass of pulsar B. Instead, the constraints imposed by the orbital dynamics of asymmetric supernova explosions turn out to be much more restrictive. We conclude that the currently available observational constraints cannot be used to favor a specific core-collapse and neutron star formation mechanism.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since its discovery in 2003 [1, 2] , the double pulsar PSR J0737-3039 has proven to be an extraordinary system for the study of both fundamental physics and general relativity [3, 4] . The system is highly relativistic with an orbital period of 2.4 hrs and an eccentricity of 0.0878, making it the tightest known double neutron star (DNS) binary known to date. The system also harbors the fastest known DNS pulsar (22.7 ms), has the largest apsidal-motion rate of all presently known DNSs (16.9 • yr −1 ), and shows eclipses of the fast pulsar by the magnetosphere of the slow one (orbital inclination i = 87
• ± 3 • ) [1, 2] . Its short merger time of ∼ 85 Myr has furthermore led to a significant upward revision for the merger rate of coalescing DNSs [5, 6] .
A central topic in understanding the physics of the double pulsar is the study of its origin and evolution.
According to our current knowledge (for more details see [7] [8] [9] [10] ), DNSs form from primordial binaries in which, possibly after some initial mass-transfer phase, both component stars have masses in excess of ∼ 8 − 12 M ⊙ . After the primary explodes in a supernova (SN) explosion to form the first neutron star (NS), the binary enters a high-mass X-ray binary phase in which the NS accretes matter from the wind of its companion. The phase ends when the companion star evolves of the main sequence and engulfs the NS in its expanding envelope. The NS then spirals in towards the core of the companion until enough orbital energy is transferred to the envelope to expel it from the system. When the envelope is ejected, the binary consists of the NS and the stripped-down helium core of its former giant companion, orbiting each other in a tight orbit. If the NS is able to accrete during its rapid inspiral, a first "recycling" may take place during which it is spun up to millisecond periods. The helium star then evolves further until it, in turn, explodes and forms a NS. Depending on the mass of the helium star and the size of the orbit at the time of the explosion, the SN may be preceded by a second recycling phase when the helium star fills its Roche lobe and transfers mass to the NS.
Shortly after the discovery of PSR J0737-3039, Dewi & van den Heuvel [11] and Willems & Kalogera [12] (here-after Paper I) independently derived that, right before the second SN explosion, the binary was so tight that the helium star must have been overflowing its critical Roche lobe. This conclusion, for the first time, strongly confirmed the above formation channel for DNS binaries. The observed 22.7 ms pulsar (hereafter PSR J0737-3039A or pulsar A) then corresponds to the first-born NS, and its 2.8 s pulsar companion (hereafter PSR J0737-3039B or pulsar B) to the second-born NS.
In a follow-up study to Paper I, Willems et al. [13] (hereafter Paper II) extended the stellar and binary evolution constraints on the formation of pulsar B to include constraints based on the system's position and motion in the Galaxy. While the addition of proper motion measurements to the list of observational constraints, at first sight, added a significant piece of information on the formation and evolution of the double pulsar system, the unknown direction of the proper motion and the unknown radial velocity significantly hindered the derivation of more stricter progenitor constraints than obtained in Paper I.
Since Paper II, the available observational constraints have undergone significant revisions. Most notably, proper motion estimates, which form a vital part in constraining the kick imparted to pulsar B at birth, have decreased from ∼ 141 km s −1 down to ∼ 30 km s −1 or less [4, 14, 15] . In addition, rough limits on the spinorbit misalignment of pulsar A have recently been derived by Manchester et al. [16] , which again add to the constrains on pulsar B's natal kick velocity. From a theoretical point of view, it has furthermore been argued that pulsar B may have had an unusually low-mass progenitor (∼ 1.45 M ⊙ ) which formed a NS through a new type of gravitational collapse accompanied by an unusually low kick velocity ( 30 km s −1 ) [17, 18] . Our aim in this paper is to investigate the system's recent evolutionary history and examine the necessity of this new type of gravitational collapse to explain the formation of pulsar B. We incorporate the most up-to-date observational information on PSR J0737-3039, including the 30 km s −1 upper limit on the proper motion derived by Kramer et al. [4] . A significant new element compared to Papers I and II, which focused on the extent of the available parameter space, is the examination of the full multi-dimensional probability distribution functions (PDF) for the magnitude and direction of pulsar B's natal kick velocity, the mass of pulsar B's pre-SN helium star progenitor, and the orbital separation right before the formation of pulsar B. Other significant improvements are the incorporation of theoretical distribution functions for the unknown radial velocity by means of binary population synthesis calculations for coalescing DNSs, the investigation of projection and marginalization effects of the multi-dimensional PDF, and the examination of the role of the prior assumptions.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In § II, we briefly summarize the observationally inferred properties of the double pulsar relevant to this investigation. In § III, we present the basic assumptions and outline the method used to derive the formation history of pulsar B. Details of the various steps adopted in the investigation and their overall role in the analysis are presented in § IV and § V. In § VI, we present the most likely progenitor and formation parameters for PSR J0737-3039B and systematically explore the sensitivity of the parameters to the adopted assumptions. The final two sections, § VII and § VIII, are devoted to a comparison with previous investigations and summarizing remarks.
II. OBSERVATIONAL CONSTRAINTS
The main properties of the double pulsar system and its component stars relevant to this investigation are summarized in Table I . The principal differences with the observational constraints used in Paper II are the considerably lower estimate for the systemic velocity perpendicular to the line-of-sight, and the availability of limits on the spin-orbit misalignment angle of pulsar A.
The kinematic properties of PSR J0737-3039 have undergone significant revision since Ransom et al. [14] used interstellar scintillation measurements and inferred a velocity component perpendicular to the line-of-sight of ∼ 141 km s −1 . Coles et al. [15] derived a reduced velocity of ∼ 66 km s −1 by incorporating anisotropies of the interstellar medium in the interstellar scintillation model. This reduced velocity, however, strongly depends on the adopted anisotropy model. Kramer et al. [4] , on the other hand, used pulsar timing measurements to derive a firm model-independent upper limit of 30 km s −1 on the transverse velocity. In view of these revisions, we update the kinematic properties of PSR J0737-3039 derived in Paper II, adopting the most recent constraint of 30 km s −1
as an upper limit to the velocity component transverse to the line-of-sight.
The kick imparted to pulsar B at birth is expected to tilt the orbital plane and misalign pulsar A's spin axis with respect to the post-SN orbital angular momentum axis [e.g . 19] . The degree of misalignment depends on both the magnitude and the direction of the kick, and therefore yields a valuable piece of information on pulsar B's natal kick velocity (see § V B for more details). In Paper II, we showed that for the pre-and post-SN orbital parameters compatible with all available observational constraints, misalignment angles between approximately 70
• and 110
• are highly unlikely. Manchester et al. [16] derived observational constraints on the spin-orbit misalignment based on the stability of pulsar A's mean pulse profile over a time span of 3 years. The authors concluded the angle to be smaller than ∼ 60
• or larger than ∼ 120
• , in agreement with the theoretical predictions of Paper II. In the present paper, we therefore include the limits on pulsar A's spin-orbit misalignment inferred by Manchester et al. [16] in the list of available observational constraints.
Among the constraints inferred from observations, the most uncertain parameter affecting the reconstruction of the system's formation and evolutionary history is its age. Characteristic ages, defined as half the ratio of the spin period to the spin-down rate, are the most commonly adopted age estimators, but are known to be quite unreliable [e.g. 20]. In the case of PSR J0737-3039, the spin evolution of pulsar B is furthermore very likely affected by torques exerted by pulsar A on pulsar B, adding to the uncertainties of its age. Lorimer et al. [21] therefore derived an alternative age estimate by noting that, according to the standard DNS formation channel, the time expired since the end of pulsar A's spin-up phase should be equal to the time expired since the birth of pulsar B. By combining this property with a selection of different spin-down models, the authors derived a most likely age of 30-70 Myr, but were unable to firmly exclude younger and older ages. A third age estimate can be obtained by assuming that pulsar A was recycled to the maximum spin rate and calculating the time required for it to spin down to the currently observed value. This so-called spin-down age provides an upper limit to the age of the system of 100 Myr [1] . In view of these uncertainties, we derive constraints on the formation and evolution of PSR J0737-3039 for three different sets of age assumptions: (i) 0 ≤ τ ≤ 100 Myr (the age range adopted in Papers I and II), (ii) 30 ≤ τ ≤ 70 Myr (the most likely age range derived by Lorimer et al. [21] ), and (iii) τ ≃ 50 Myr (the characteristic age of pulsar B).
III. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS AND OUTLINE OF THE CALCULATION
Our goal in this investigation is to reconstruct the evolutionary history of PSR J0737-3039 and constrain its properties at the formation time of pulsar B. More specifically, our aim is to derive a PDF for the magnitude and direction of the kick velocity imparted to pulsar B at birth, the mass of pulsar B's helium star progenitor immediately before it explodes in a SN explosion, and the orbital separation of the component stars right before the SN explosion. Adopting the standard DNS formation channel, the progenitor of the double pulsar right before the formation of pulsar B, consists of the firstborn NS, pulsar A, and the helium star progenitor of the second-born NS. Since the formation of the second NS is preceded by one or more mass-transfer phases, tidal forces can safely be assumed to circularize the orbit prior to the formation of pulsar B. For the remainder of the paper, we refer to the times right before and right after the formation of pulsar B by pre-SN and post-SN, respectively. The subsequent analysis consists of four major parts.
Firstly, the motion of the system in the Galaxy is traced back in time up to a maximum age of 100 Myr. The goal of this calculation is to derive the position and center-of-mass velocity of the binary right after the formation of pulsar B, and use this information to constrain the kick imparted to it at birth. In order to determine possible birth sites, our analysis is supplemented with the assumptions that the primordial DNS progenitor was born close to the Galactic plane, and that the first SN explosion did not kick the binary too far out of it. The first assumption is conform with our current knowledge that massive stars form and live close to the Galactic plane (their typical scale height is ≃ 50-70 pc). The second assumption on the other hand neglects a small fraction of systems formed with high space velocities [9, 22] [48] . Under these assumptions, the binary is still close to the Galactic plane at the formation time of pulsar B. Possible birth sites can thus be obtained by calculating the motion in the Galaxy backwards in time and looking for crossings of the orbit with the Galactic mid-plane. The times in the past at which the plane crossings occur yield kinematic estimates for the age of the DNS, while comparison of the system's total center-of-mass velocity with the local Galactic rotational velocity at the birth sites yields the system's post-SN peculiar velocity.
Secondly, the orbital semi-major axis and eccentricity right after the SN explosion forming pulsar B are determined by integrating the equations governing the evolution of the orbit due to gravitational wave emission backwards in time. The integration is performed for each Galactic plane crossing found from the Galactic motion calculations. Since each crossing yields a different kinematic age, and thus a different endpoint of the orbital evolution calculation, the post-SN parameters are a function of the considered Galactic plane crossing.
Thirdly, the conservation laws of orbital energy and angular momentum are used to map the post-SN binary parameters to the pre-SN ones. The mapping depends on the kick velocity imparted to pulsar B at birth and results in constraints on the magnitude and direction of the kick velocity, the mass of pulsar B's pre-SN helium star progenitor, and the pre-SN orbital separation. The pre-SN orbital eccentricity is assumed to be zero, as expected from strong tidal forces operating on the binary during the mass-transfer phase(s) responsible for spinning up pulsar A. The kick and pre-and post-SN binary parameters are then furthermore subjected to the requirements that they be consistent with the post-SN peculiar velocity obtained from the Galactic motion calculations and with the observationally inferred spin-orbit misalignment angle of pulsar A. The latter constraint requires the additional assumption that tidal forces align the pre-SN rotational angular momentum vector of pulsar A with the pre-SN orbital angular momentum vector.
Fourthly, the solutions of the conservation laws of orbital energy and angular momentum are weighted according to the likelihood that they lead to the system's currently observed position and velocity in the Galaxy. A PDF of the admissible kick velocity and progenitor parameters is then constructed by binning the solutions in a multi-dimensional "rectangular" grid. The maximum of the resulting PDF yields the most likely magnitude and direction of the kick velocity imparted to pulsar B at birth, mass of pulsar B's pre-SN helium star progenitor, and pre-SN orbital separation. We also investigate the sensitivity of the PDF to the adopted assumptions by systematically varying the underlying assumptions, such as, e.g., the age and the magnitude of the transverse systemic velocity component.
IV. KINEMATIC AGE AND HISTORY

A. Galactic motion
Tracing the motion of PSR J0737-3039 back in time requires the knowledge of both its present-day position and 3-dimensional space velocity. Unfortunately, no method is presently available to measure radial velocities of DNSs, so that the knowledge of their space velocity is limited to the component perpendicular to the lineof-sight (transverse velocity). At present, only an upper limit is available for the double pulsar: V t 30 km s −1 .
The direction of the motion in the plane perpendicular to the line-of-sight is currently still unknown. Therefore, as in Paper II, we explore the system's kinematic history in terms of two unknown parameters: (i) the radial component V r of the present-day systemic velocity, and (ii) the orientation Ω of the transverse velocity in the plane perpendicular to the line-of-sight. Since the results presented in this paper do not depend on the exact definition of Ω, we refer the reader to Paper II for a more detailed discussion and definition. The motion of the system in the Galaxy is calculated with respect to a right-handed frame of reference OXY Z with origin at the Galactic center and with the XY -plane coinciding with the Galactic mid-plane. The X-axis is chosen such that the Sun is located in the XZ-plane, and the positive direction of the Y -axis such that it coincides with the direction of the Galactic rotational velocity at the position of the Sun. The velocity components V X , V Y , V Z with respect to this frame of reference are obtained from the radial and transverse velocity components V r and V t by a standard transformation of vector components, similar to the one adopted in § 2.2 of Paper II. We note that because PSR J0737-3039 is located only 20 pc below the Galactic plane [49] , the unknown radial velocity V r mainly affects the determination of V X and V Y .
As in Paper II, we calculate the motion of the system in the Galaxy backwards in time using the Galactic potential of Carlberg & Innanen [24] with updated model parameters derived by Kuijken & Gilmore [25] [50] . Since the present-day kinematical constraints only provide an upper limit of 30 km s −1 on the transverse systemic velocity and the calculation of the past orbit requires precise starting values for both the present-day position and the present-day velocity, we calculate the motion backwards in time for two specific velocities: V t = 10 km s −1 and V t = 30 km s −1 . For each of these V t , we then integrate the equations of motion up to 100 Myr back in time for all possible V r -values between -1500 km s −1 and 1500 km s • (in steps of 5 • ). Although extremely high radial velocities in excess of ∼ 1000 km s −1 may seem rather unlikely, they cannot be firmly excluded by the presently known observational constraints (see Paper II). The possibility of a high space velocity is also supported by observations of high-velocity single radio pulsars such as PSR B2224+65 (with V t 800 km s −1 [26] ) and PSR B1508+55 (with V t = 1083 +103 −90 km s −1 [27] ). Moreover, as many of these high-velocity pulsars are expected to quickly escape the Galaxy, there is a strong bias against finding them. The fraction of radio pulsars formed with high space velocities is therefore not well constrained in the current pulsar sample.
In order to account for the possibility that PSR J0737-3039 has a large radial velocity and examine the effect of incorporating large radial velocities in the analysis, we weigh each considered radial velocity according to a predetermined radial velocity distribution. For this purpose, we performed a population synthesis study of Galactic DNSs, including their kinematic evolution in the potential of Carlberg & Innanen [24] . Theoretical radial velocity distributions are then obtained by taking a snapshot of the population at the current epoch and determining the radial velocity for each DNS in the sample. The resulting PDFs are found to be represented well by Gaussian distributions with means of 0 km s −1 and velocity dispersions of 60-200 km s −1 , depending on the adopted population synthesis assumptions (see § IV B for more details). For comparison, we also consider a uniform radial velocity distribution in which all radial velocities between -1500 km s −1 and 1500 km s −1 are equally probable [51] . For the other unknown parameter, the orientation angle Ω of the transverse velocity component in the plane perpendicular to the line-of-sight, we assume a uniform distribution between 0
• and 360
• .
As noted in the previous section, it is reasonable to assume that PSR J0737-3039 was born close to the Galactic plane, so that the intersections of the past orbits with the Z = 0 plane yield possible birth sites as functions of V r and Ω. The number of Galactic plane crossings associated with each V r and Ω, within the adopted age limit of 100 Myr, can be anywhere between 1 and 5. The times in the past at which the system crosses the Galactic plane furthermore yield kinematic estimates for the age of the DNS, while subtraction of the Galactic rotational velocity from the total systemic velocity at the birth sites yields the peculiar velocity right after the formation of pulsar B.
Since the post-SN peculiar velocity represents one of the most important elements in constraining the kick velocity imparted to pulsar B at birth, it is worth taking a closer look at the range and distribution of the post-SN peculiar velocities derived from the Galactic motion calculations. In Fig. 1 , the distribution of post-SN peculiar velocities is shown for a present-day transverse velocity component of 30 km s −1 , and kinematic age ranges of 0-100 Myr and 49-51 Myr. These probability distributions are calculated considering weights according to (i) the probability that the system has a present-day radial velocity V r (assumed to be distributed according to a uniform or a Gaussian distribution), (ii) the transverse velocity has a direction angle Ω (assumed to be uniformly distributed), and (iii) the system is found at its current position in the Galaxy (determined by the time the system spends near its current position divided by its kinematic age, see § IV C for details). the uniform radial velocity distribution and the Gaussian distributions with velocity dispersions of 130 km s Despite the small lower limit on the present-day transverse systemic velocity, a wide range of non-negligible post-SN peculiar velocities is thus possible. We note however that the distributions incorporate all possible post-SN peculiar velocities obtained from tracing the motion of the system backwards in time and that some of these may require SN kicks and mass loss that are incompatible with the observational constraints on the orbital elements and component masses of the double pulsar.
Similarly, PDFs can be constructed for the kinematic ages τ kin . They are shown in Fig. 2 for a present-day transverse velocity component of 30 km s −1 , and kinematic age ranges of 0-100 Myr and 30-70 Myr. For ages of 0-100 Myr, the PDFs are all very strongly peaked at very young ages. In particular, 90-97% of the Galactic plane crossings give rise to ages of 0-5 Myr. The peak of the PDF at ages of 0-5 Myr furthermore increases with increasing velocity dispersion of the adopted radial velocity distribution. For ages of 30-70 Myr, the PDFs overall decrease with increasing values of τ kin and show no strong preference for any particular range of kinematic age values. Similar conclusions apply to the kinematic ages obtained for a present-day transverse velocity component of 10 km s −1 .
B. Theoretical radial velocity distributions
While the radial velocity of PSR J0737-3039 is unknown, population synthesis calculations can provide us with some reasonable guidance on the expected radial velocity distribution of the DNS population. We use the StarTrack population synthesis code (see Belczynski et al. [9] ; and especially Belczynski et al. [28] for an extensive and detailed description of this binary population synthesis evolutionary code) to develop models of DNS formation and evolution in our Galaxy (assuming continuous star-formation history over 10 Gyr and solar metallicity). To calculate the DNS kinematic evolution we need to also choose a spatial distribution of DNS binary progenitors in the Galaxy. We adopt a standard double exponential to represent the density distribution of Galactic systems:
where
is the normalization, H R the scale length, and H Z the scale height. We adopt H R = 2.8 kpc and H Z = 70 pc, appropriate for massive stars.
The motion of the DNSs in the Galaxy is calculated using the same Galactic potential as in § IV A.
In this analysis, we consider a set of models with input parameters chosen as for the standard model (model A) in Belczynski et al. [9] , except for the assumed Maxwellian distributions of the kick magnitudes imparted to nascent neutron stars: we vary the onedimensional kick velocity dispersion σ kick in the range of 50 − 500 km s −1 , as shown in Table II . We restrict our parameter study to these models, because a broad model exploration is not our primary goal of our study and because prior experience with DNS models clearly indicates that the assumed NS kick velocity model is the most important parameter affecting the DNS kinematic evolution and properties [29] .
We use this set of DNS models to derive radial-velocity distributions with respect to the Sun. To obtain a realis- tic representation of the kinematic properties of the current population of tight DNS systems (like PSR J0737-3039), we place a cut on the model DNS populations and select only those that have already formed (i.e., they have a formation time shorter than 10 Gyr) and will coalesce within the age of the Universe (at a time in the range 9-14 Gyr). We next distribute the selected DNS population in the Galaxy and follow their motion using the calculated center-of-mass velocities imparted to the binaries after both of the two supernova events [52] . We also take into account the effect of Galactic rotation. We then derive the radial velocity distribution by extracting the calculated peculiar velocities (relative to the Sun) and considering the appropriate projections. We can further impose a number of additional constraints on the model population to select systems that have kinematic properties similar to PSR J0737-3039: coalescing DNS with proper motion smaller than 30 km s −1 and a location within 50 pc from the Galactic plane; we note that we do not impose any constraints on the binary properties to avoid any statistical accuracy problems.
We find that the derived radial velocity distributions are very well approximated by a Gaussian centered at zero with velocity dispersions σ Vr ranging from 60 to 200 km s −1 . The dependence of the derived radialvelocity dispersions on the kick velocity dispersions are shown in Table II . The distributions with and without the kinematic constraints are shown in Figure 3 , for σ kick = 250 km s −1 . The corresponding values of σ Vr for the two panels are rather similar: 117 km s −1 and 130 km s −1 , respectively. Moreover, for this σ kick value, 45% of the systems have |V r | > 100 km s −1 .
It is important to note that imposing the propermotion constraint does not actually reduce the typical magnitude of the radial velocity. The reason is that small proper motion values select two sub-populations of DNS systems: one with inherently small center-of-mass velocities (and consequently small radial velocities), and another with large center-of-mass velocities but appropriate direction so that the proper motion is small. This second group naturally leads to large radial velocities because, for a given center-of-mass velocity, the projection affects the radial component in the opposite way as it does the transverse component.
Last, we note (although not directly relevant to this study) that with the full population synthesis models we confirm the results of Kalogera et al. [30] about the vertical DNS distribution: for σ kick = 250 km s −1 , it is best fitted by two exponentials, each with a typical scale height of 0.230 ± 0.006 kpc and 1.72 ± 0.07 kpc. As expected the scale height increases with increasing typical kick magnitude.
C. Probability to find the system at its current position
At a distance of ∼ 600 pc and a Galactic latitude of −4.5
• , PSR J0737-3039 is currently located only 20 pc below the Galactic plane. Piran & Shaviv [17] used the proximity of the system to the Galactic plane to argue that pulsar B most likely received only a small kick velocity at birth and that its helium star progenitor most likely had a pre-SN mass only slightly larger than the pulsar's present mass. Their procedure, however, only accounted for the motion of the system perpendicular to the Galactic plane.
Here, we determine the probability of finding the system at its current position in the Galaxy in three dimensions (i.e., besides the vertical distance to the Galactic plane, we also consider the radial and azimuthal position in the plane). For this purpose, we determine the time the system spends in a sphere with radius R centered on its current location for all V r -and Ω-values considered for the derivation of the possible birth sites. The probability to find the system near its current position is then determined as the time it spends in this sphere divided by its age. For the latter, we adopt the kinematic ages obtained by tracing the motion of the system backwards in time, so that the probability of finding a system near its current position depends on the radial velocity V r , the proper motion direction Ω, and the Galactic plane crossing considered along the orbit associated with V r and Ω. We performed some test calculations to successfully verify that the results based on the thus determined probabilities are insensitive to the adopted value of R, as long as it is sufficiently small for the sphere to represent a local neighborhood near the system's current position. For the results presented in this paper we, somewhat arbitrarily, choose R = 50 pc.
V. PROGENITOR CONSTRAINTS A. Post-supernova orbital parameters
After the formation of pulsar B, the evolution of the system is expected to be driven exclusively by the emission of gravitational waves. The post-SN orbital semimajor axis and eccentricity can then obtained from the current values by numerically integrating the system of differential equations governing the orbital evolution due to gravitational wave emission backwards in time. For this purpose, we use the differential equations derived by Junker & Schaefer [31] which are valid up to 3.5 postNewtonian order of approximation.
We calculate the orbital evolution backwards in time for all Galactic plane crossings associated with all values of V r and Ω considered in the calculation of the possible birth sites. For each crossing the integration is terminated at the associated kinematic age τ kin . We find the resulting post-SN orbital separation A to be always between 1.26 R ⊙ and 1.54 R ⊙ , and the post-SN orbital eccentricity e between 0.088 and 0.12 (see Papers I and II). Since the kinematic ages are functions of the radial velocity V r , the proper motion direction Ω, and the Galactic plane crossing considered along the past orbit associated with V r and Ω, the particular values of A and e associated with a given τ kin are also functions of these variables.
B. Orbital dynamics of asymmetric supernova explosions
The pre-and post-SN binary parameters and the kick velocity imparted to pulsar B at birth are related by the conservation laws of orbital energy and angular momentum. For a circular pre-SN orbit, the relations take the
where M 0 is the mass of pulsar B's pre-SN helium star progenitor, A 0 the pre-SN orbital separation,
the relative orbital velocity of pulsar B's pre-SN helium star progenitor, and V k the magnitude of the kick velocity imparted to pulsar B at birth. The angles θ and φ define the direction of the kick velocity imparted to pulsar B: θ is the polar angle between V k and V 0 , and φ the corresponding azimuthal angle in the plane perpendicular to V 0 defined so that φ = π/2 corresponds to the direction from pulsar A to pulsar B's helium star progenitor (see Fig. 1 in [19] for a graphical representation).
The requirement that Eqs. (2) and (3) permit real solutions for V k , θ, φ, M 0 , and A 0 , imposes constraints on the pre-and post-SN binary parameters and on the magnitude and direction of the kick velocity imparted to pulsar B at birth. For a mathematical formulation of these constraints, we refer to Eqs. (21)- (27) in [37] , and references therein (a more compact description can also be found in Papers I and II). We here merely recall that the constraints express that: (i) the binary components must remain bound after the SN explosion, (ii) the preand post-SN orbits must pass through the instantaneous position of the component stars at the time of the SN explosion, and (iii) there is a lower and upper limit on the degree of orbital contraction or expansion associated with a given amount of mass loss and a given SN kick.
Besides the changes in the orbital parameters and the mass of the exploding star, the SN explosion also imparts a kick velocity to the binary's center of mass and tilts the post-SN orbital plane with respect to the pre-SN one. Under the assumption that the pre-SN peculiar velocity of the binary is small in comparison to the pre-SN orbital velocity of the component stars, the magnitude of the post-SN center-of-mass velocity V CM is given by [e.g. 34]
The tilt angle λ between the pre-and post-SN orbital planes is given by [19] cos λ = A A 0
From Eqs. (3) and (5), one derives that λ = 0 • for kicks directed in the pre-SN orbital plane (i.e. cos θ = ±1), independent of the kick velocity magnitude V k .
C. Stellar and binary evolution
The constraints on the progenitor of PSR J0737-3039 resulting from the dynamics of asymmetric SN explosions arise solely from tracing the evolution of the current system properties backwards in time. The pre-SN orbital separations and pulsar B progenitor masses found this way are, however, not necessarily accessible through the currently known DNS formation channels. Further constraints on the progenitor of pulsar B can therefore be obtained from stellar and binary evolution calculations.
A lower limit on the mass of pulsar B's pre-SN progenitor is given by the requirement that the star must be massive enough to evolve into a NS rather than a white dwarf. According to our current understanding of helium star evolution, the minimum helium star mass required for NS formation is 2.1-2.8 M ⊙ [10, 38] . The actual helium star minimum mass is, however, still considerably uncertain due to the poorly understood evolution of massive stars and possible interactions with close binary companions.
As in Papers I and II, we impose a lower limit of 2.1 M ⊙ on the mass of pulsar B's pre-SN helium star progenitor. However, in the light of recent suggestions that the progenitor of pulsar B may have been significantly less massive than the conventional lower limit of 2.1 M ⊙ , we also explore the possibility of progenitor masses as low as pulsar B's present-day mass of 1.25 M ⊙ [3, 17] . Unless our current understanding of helium star evolution is seriously flawed, this scenario implies that the progenitor of pulsar B must have lost a significant amount of mass (at least ∼ 0.7 M ⊙ ) after it had already established a sufficiently massive core to guarantee the occurrence of a future SN explosion.
In Paper I, we also showed that the pre-SN binary was so tight (1.2 R ⊙ A 0 1.7 R ⊙ ) that the helium star progenitor of pulsar B must have been overflowing its Roche lobe at the time of its SN explosion (see also [11] ). An upper limit on the progenitor mass is therefore given by the requirement that this mass-transfer phase be dynamically stable (otherwise the components would have merged and no DNS would have formed). Based on the evolutionary tracks for NS + helium star binaries calculated by Ivanova et al. [39] , we adopt an upper limit of 3.5 on the mass ratio M 0 /M A of the pre-SN binary to separate dynamically stable from dynamically unstable Roche-lobe overflow (see also [40, 41] ). For M A = 1.34 M ⊙ , this yields an upper limit of 4.7 M ⊙ on the mass of pulsar B's pre-SN helium star progenitor. Because of the mass transfer, the pre-SN progenitor mass may, however, be considerably lower than the progenitor mass at the onset of Roche-lobe overflow. The upper limit of 4.7 M ⊙ is therefore fairly conservative. However, as we will see in the next section, the preferred pre-SN progenitor masses are always significantly smaller than 4.7 M ⊙ so that a stricter upper limit would not considerably affect any of our results.
VI. PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
A. A coherent picture for the progenitor and formation of pulsar B
The steps outlined in the previous sections have been used to derive the most likely pre-SN progenitor of PSR J0737-3039 and the magnitude and direction of the kick velocity imparted to pulsar B at birth. Firstly, the possible kinematic ages and post-SN peculiar velocities are determined by tracing the Galactic motion backwards in time using the current constraints on the proper motion and position in the Galaxy. These ages and velocities are functions of the presently unknown values of the radial velocity V r and proper motion direction Ω. Secondly, the kinematic ages are used to reverse the orbital evolution due to gravitational radiation and determine the orbital semi-major axis and eccentricity right after the formation of pulsar B. Thirdly, the pre-SN binary parameters and kick velocity imparted to pulsar B are constrained using the conservation of orbital energy and angular momentum during asymmetric SN explosions. The constraints are supplemented with the requirements that the post-SN peculiar velocity obtained from Eq. (4) be compatible with the post-SN peculiar velocity obtained by tracing the motion of the system in the Galaxy backwards in time, and that the spin-orbit misalignment of pulsar A obtained from Eq. (5) be compatible with the observational constraint |λ − 90
• | > 30
• . Imposing the latter constraint rests on the additional assumption that pulsar A's spin is aligned with the pre-SN orbital angular momentum, as expected from the strong tidal interactions operating during the spin-up phase of pulsar A.
B. The most likely kick velocity and progenitor properties
Since the conservation laws of orbital energy and angular momentum yield two equations for five unknown quantities V k , θ, φ, M 0 , and A 0 , we solve the equations for M 0 and A 0 as functions of V k , θ, and φ. Each solution is then weighted according to the likelihood that the kick velocity had a magnitude V k and direction angles θ and φ. These likelihoods are determined from a uniform distribution for V k and an isotropic distribution for θ and φ. The result is a multi-dimensional probability distribution function which we convolve with the adopted distribution functions for the radial velocity V r , the orientation angle Ω, and the probability to find the system at its current position in the Galaxy. The end result is a 5-dimensional PDF for the kick velocity and progenitor parameters, which we express in terms of V k , cos θ, φ, M 0 , and A 0 . The construction of the full 5-D PDF represents a significant departure from previous investigations which restricted the analysis to the derivation of 1-D PDFs for V k (Papers I and II) or 2-D PDFs for V k and M 0 [17, 18] . Although the derivation of the most likely V k and M 0 values from these marginalized PDFs is mathematically correct, they may be subjected to projection effects which can drastically affect the position of the maxima. In order to illustrate this, we constructed Table III . While the integration over A 0 does not significantly affect the most likely value of V k , successive integrations over φ and cos θ reduce the most likely V k to 45 km s −1 and 10 km s −1 , respectively. A subsequent integration over M 0 furthermore increases the most likely V k back to 55 km s −1 . Marginalizing a multi-dimensional PDF can thus have a significant impact on the location of its peaks. Some caution is therefore in order when interpreting marginalized PDFs.
The most likely kick velocity and progenitor parameters can also depend strongly on the assumptions underlying the reconstruction of the binary's evolutionary history (i.e., the magnitude of the transverse systemic velocity component, the minimum helium star mass required for the formation of a NS, the age of the system, and the probability distribution of the unknown radial velocity). In order to investigate this, we systematically calculated the 5-D PDFs for V k , cos θ, φ, M 0 , and A 0 for different sets of prior assumptions. The resulting most likely kick velocity and progenitor parameters are summarized in Table IV . The dependence of V k , cos θ, and M 0 on the adopted prior assumptions is also presented graphically in Figs. 4-6 . For brevity, we denote the uniform radial velocity distribution in the table and figures as a Gaussian distribution with an infinite radial velocity dispersion.
The most likely kick velocity imparted to pulsar B at birth is smaller than 50 km s −1 only when the transverse velocity component has a magnitude of 10 km s −1 , the minimum helium star mass required for NS formation is allowed to be as low as 1.25 M ⊙ , and the age of the system is assumed to be between 30 and 70 Myr. All other models yield most likely kick velocities of 50-180 km s −1 . When a minimum pre-SN helium star mass of 2.1 M ⊙ is imposed, the kicks are always strongly favored to be directed opposite to the helium star's pre-SN orbital motion (most likely cos θ ≃ −0.90 ± 0.05). When the constraint on the minimum pre-SN helium star mass is relaxed, the most likely kick direction can shift significantly and can even become perpendicular to the helium star's pre-SN orbital velocity. Allowing pre-SN helium star masses down to 1.25 M ⊙ furthermore always leads to most likely progenitor masses of 1.3 − 2.0 M ⊙ , except when V t = 10 km s −1 , the age of the system is between 0 and 100 Myr, and the radial velocities are distributed uniformly or according to a Gaussian with a velocity dispersion of 200 km s −1 . In summary, while small kick velocities of just a few tens of km s −1 could be favored for some models, the majority of the models yields most likely values of 50-180 km s −1 . Progenitor masses below 2.1 M ⊙ are furthermore not required to explain the system properties, although they are generally favored when helium stars below 2.1 M ⊙ are still assumed to be viable NS progenitors. We note though that the results presented in Table IV and the associated figures are based on the assumption that all kick velocity magnitudes V k are equally probable. This assumption is inconsistent for models using the Gaussian radial velocity distributions based on population synthesis calculations of coalescing DNSs. In particular, these calculations all adopt a Maxwellian rather than a uniform kick velocity distribution. In all cases, weighing the kick velocities according to the Maxwellian underlying the derivation of the radial velocity distributions would, however, shift the most likely kick velocities to higher V k values than listed in Table IV . This reinforces our conclusion that the presently known observational constraints not necessarily disfavor kick velocity magnitudes of 100 km s −1 or more.
C. Confidence limits on the kick velocity and progenitor parameters
The use of the full 5-D PDF for V k , cos θ, φ, M 0 , and A 0 in the derivation of the most likely pulsar B kick velocity and progenitor parameters has the advantage of being free of projection effects, but is much more cumbersome and computationally expensive for the calculation of confidence limits. Since our main aim in this paper is to present a differential analysis showing the TABLE IV: The most likely kick velocity and progenitor parameters obtained from the 5-D PDF for V k , cos θ, φ, M0, and A0, for different transverse systemic velocity components, minimum pre-SN helium star masses, DNS ages, and present-day radial velocity distributions. For brevity, the uniform radial velocity distribution is denoted by σV r = ∞. Tabulated values of φ are restricted to 0
• ≤ φ ≤ 90
• . For each listed φ-value additional and equally likely solutions to Eqs. (2) and (3) effects of different model assumptions, we adopt a simpler approach and determine the confidence limits from marginalized 1-D PDFs. We recognize, however, that in doing so, projection effects may play a significant role and any information on possible correlations between the different parameters will be lost. is considered, and which widens with increasing radial velocity dispersions. When the age is assumed to be 0-100 Myr and the minimum pre-SN helium star mass 1.25 M ⊙ , there is a clear tendency for the 1-D PDFs to favor kick velocities of 50 km s −1 or less (although this becomes significantly less pronounced with increasing radial velocity dispersions). This trend shifts towards favoring kick velocities of 50-100 km s −1 when the age range is narrowed to 49-51 Myr. Moreover, when the age range is kept fixed at 0-100 Myr, but the minimum pre-SN helium star mass is increased to 2.1 M ⊙ , the favored range of kick velocities shifts to 100-150 km s −1 . In the latter case, the kick velocity is furthermore always required to be larger than ∼ 60 km s −1 (see also Papers I and II).
In Panels (d)-(e), we show the distribution of cos θ for different present-day radial velocity distributions, DNS ages of 0-100 Myr, and minimum pre-SN helium star masses of 1.25 M ⊙ and 2.1 M ⊙ . For a minimum helium star mass of 1.25 M ⊙ and Gaussian radial velocity distributions with velocity dispersions of more than 130 km s −1 , the PDFs favor kick directions opposite to the pre-SN orbital motion. In the case of the Gaussian radial velocity distribution with a velocity dispersion of 60 km s −1 , the PDF behaves qualitatively entirely different and shows a slight preference for kicks perpendicular to the pre-SN orbital velocity. A non-negligible lowprobability tail furthermore extends well into the region of kick directions in the sense of the pre-SN orbital motion. When the minimum mass for pulsar B's pre-SN helium star progenitor is raised to 2.1 M ⊙ , the kicks are always directed opposite to the orbital motion (a lower limit on θ of ∼ 113
• was already derived in Papers I and II). The PDF furthermore becomes fairly insensitive to the adopted radial velocity distribution.
Panel (f), finally, shows the distribution of possible pre-SN progenitor masses for different present-day radial velocity distributions, DNS ages of 0-100 Myr, and a minimum pre-SN helium star mass of 1.25 M ⊙ . The distributions all favor progenitor masses of 1.4-1.5 M ⊙ , with the preference for this mass range being strongest for present-day radial velocity distributions with small radial velocity dispersions. Distribution functions for a minimum pre-SN helium star mass of 2.1 M ⊙ look practically the same as the ones displayed panel (f) if they were cut off at 2.1 M ⊙ .
Adopting a present-day transverse velocity of 30 km s −1 instead of 10 km s −1 yields very similar conclusions. Overall the effects of varying model assumptions tend to be somewhat less pronounced though.
The 68% and 90% confidence limits on V k and M 0 obtained from the 1-D PDFs are listed in Table IV next to the most likely kick velocity and progenitor parameters [53] . In the majority of the cases, the confidence limits contain the most likely V k and M 0 obtained from the full 5-D PDF for V k , cos θ, φ, M 0 , and A 0 . Whenever this is not the case, projections effects cause significant shifts between the values favored by the 1-D and 5-D PDFs. The confidence limits on V k readily show that the possibility of small kick velocities is entirely due to the assumption that helium stars less massive than 2.1 M ⊙ can be viable NS progenitors. Under this assumption, the upper limits on V k at the 68% confidence level vary from 65 km s −1 to 275 km s −1 . Thus, even though small kick velocities become possible, larger kick velocities in excess of 100 km s −1 are all but statistically disfavored. This is even more true when the upper limits at the 90% confidence level are considered. For a minimum pre-SN helium star mass of 2.1 M ⊙ , the confidence limits for V k shift to significantly higher values which are conform with the kick velocity magnitudes derived from observations of single radio pulsar [43] [44] [45] . When the minimum pre-SN helium star mass is assumed to be 1.25 M ⊙ , the 68% and 90% confidence limits on M 0 typically go all the way down to this limit, but often also extend upwards to masses larger than 2.1 M ⊙ (especially at the 90% confidence level). These numbers confirm our previous conclusion that the presently known observational constraints not necessarily disfavor progenitors more massive than 2.1 M ⊙ and kick velocities in excess of 100 km s −1 .
D. Birth sites
Just like the kick velocity and progenitor parameters, the most likely birth site of PSR J0737-3039B depends strongly on the adopted transverse systemic velocity component, age range, minimum helium star mass, and present-day radial velocity distribution. In § IV A, we have shown that the distribution of kinematic ages in the range from 0 to 100 Myr peaks strongly at ages of 1-2 Myr (see Fig. 2 ). This implies that the system can travel only a short distance (less than 2 kpc if the systemic velocity is less than 1000 km s −1 ) before reaching its current position. Adopting an age range of 0-100 Myr therefore yields PDFs for the birth sites that are strongly peaked near the system's current position at X = −0.5 kpc and Y = −8.3 kpc, regardless of any of the other model assumptions. The situation changes drastically for the age ranges of 30-70 Myr and 49-51 Myr, which exclude very young ages and therefore impose a minimum distance traveled by the system since the time it was born.
For illustration, the distribution of the possible birth sites in the Galactic plane is shown in Fig. 8 1 kpc centered on (X, Y ) = (−2.5, −3.5) kpc, with a clear non-negligible lower probability tail extending more or less linearly towards (X, Y ) = (3.5, 0.5) kpc.
VII. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS WORK
A. Willems et al. [13] In Paper II, we derived constraints on the formation and progenitor of PSR J0737-3039B, using the then available observational constraints on the binary's properties and motion in the Galaxy. The main differences with the observational and theoretical information adopted in this investigation are the lower transverse systemic velocity, the constraint on pulsar A's spin-orbit misalignment angle, the possibility of a significantly lower minimum mass for pulsar B's pre-SN helium star progenitor, and the use of DNS population synthesis calculations to obtain theoretical present-day radial-velocity distributions. Moreover, in Paper II we mainly focused on the ranges of possible progenitor parameters, and restricted the statistical analysis to the derivation of 1-D PDFs for pulsar B's natal kick velocity and pulsar A's spin-orbit misalignment. Among the observational and theoretical improvements, the availability of the constraint on pulsar A's spin-orbit misalignment has the least effect on the derivation of the possible pulsar B progenitor and kick velocity properties. The main reason for this is that the excluded range of tilt angles from 60
• to 120
• was already statistically disfavored by the kick velocity and progenitor constraints derived in Paper II (see Fig. 12 in that paper).
While the majority of the results presented in Paper II were obtained assuming a minimum pre-SN helium star mass of 2.1 M ⊙ , we also discussed some preliminary test calculations allowing pre-SN helium star masses below 2.1 M ⊙ . Because of the strong influence on the parameter space of the then available proper motion measurement of ∼ 141 km s −1 , we did not find any important changes in the kick velocity and progenitor constraints related to the decrease of the minimum admissible helium star mass. With the new proper motion upper limit of 30 km s −1 , the adopted minimum helium star mass has a much stronger effect on the available parameter space. In particular, when both the new proper motion constraint and the lower minimum helium star mass are imposed, there is no longer a lower limit on the magnitude of the kick velocity imparted to pulsar B at birth. Consequently a symmetric SN explosion becomes a viable formation mechanism for pulsar B. Moreover, allowing pre-SN helium star masses smaller than 2.1 M ⊙ also removes the lower limit of ∼ 113
• on the angle between the kick velocity direction and the direction of the helium star's pre-SN orbital velocity, so that the kicks no longer have to be directed opposite to the orbital motion.
B. Piran & Shaviv [17, 18] More recently, Piran & Shaviv [17, 18] (hereafter PS) used a Monte-Carlo method to argue that the probability of finding the system close to the Galactic plane is highest if pulsar B received only a marginal kick at birth of less than 30 km s locities as equally probable regardless of their horizontal component). In particular, if this horizontal component is large, it reduces the probability that the system would be found at its current X and Y position in a similar way as a large vertical component reduces the probability that the system is found at its current Z position. The analysis of PS furthermore implicitly assumes that the vertical motion is decoupled from the horizontal one. Although this is true locally, it is not true globally, since the vertical acceleration does not depend just on the vertical distance from the plane but also on the horizontal distance from the Galactic center. Therefore, if the binary has traveled through a wide range of Galactocentric radii, as indicated by the large range of possible birth sites displayed in Fig. 8 , its vertical motion is different from the one modeled by PS.
We investigate this more thoroughly by following the steps outlined by PS. Firstly, we determine the post-SN orbital semi-major axis A and eccentricity e by integrating the equations governing the orbital evolution due to gravitational wave emission backwards in time, for an assumed age of 50 Myr. We find A = 1.42 R ⊙ and e = 0.105.
Secondly, we randomly generate a pulsar B kick velocity magnitude V k , and kick direction angles θ and φ, assuming a uniform distribution for the magnitude and an isotropic distribution for the direction of the kick. Equations (2) and (3) and the associated constraints are then solved for M 0 and A 0 , using the values of A and e derived by reversing the orbital evolution for 50 Myr [54] . If a solution for M 0 and A 0 exists, the magnitude of the post-SN peculiar velocity imparted to the binary's center of mass is calculated by means of Eq. (4).
Thirdly, we approximate the motion of the system in the Galaxy by a local vertical oscillation with an amplitude drawn from a Gaussian distribution with a dispersion of 50 pc. At the time of the SN explosion, the system is assumed to be at a uniformly distributed random phase of the oscillation. The vertical motion of the system in the Galaxy is then followed forward in time for 50 Myr using the Galactic potential of Paczynski [42] . For this purpose, the randomly generated starting point has to be supplemented with the Z-component of the calculated post-SN peculiar velocity. Since the kick direction angles θ and φ are defined with respect to the pre-SN orbital plane, which has an unknown direction in space, the Z-component of the post-SN peculiar velocity is determined by assigning an isotropically distributed random direction to the calculated post-SN peculiar velocity.
If the generated system satisfies all SN orbital dynamics constraints and if, after following the motion in the Galaxy for 50 Myr, the system ends up within 50 pc of the Galactic mid-plane, it is considered a possible progenitor of PSR J0737-3039 [55] . The procedure is then repeated until 10 8 such systems are found. The outcome of the simulation is a 2-D PDF of M 0 and V k shown in panel (a) of Fig. 9 . The PDF is normalized so that its integral over the entire admissible parameter space is equal to one. This is different from PS who normalize their PDF to the peak probability density [56] . The overall features of this PDF are to be compared to the upper right panel of Fig. 1 in Piran & Shaviv [17] ; it is evident that the two PDFs are in rather good agreement. Differences in the details can be partly attributed to the PDF normalization adopted by PS, which depends on the accuracy of the Monte-Carlo simulation and the size of the bins used to construct the PDF (since it requires that the exact PDF peak is "captured" by the Monte Carlo process).
In order to assess the effect of approximating the space motion of PSR J0737-3039 as a vertical oscillation centered on the system's current position, we repeated the above calculation for a system completely identical to the double pulsar, but located at a different position in the Galactic plane. In particular, we positioned the system closer to the Galactic center at X = −2.5 kpc and Y = −3.5 kpc (this corresponds to the most likely birth site found in § VI for a present-day transverse velocity of 30 km s −1 , an age of 30-70 Myr, a Gaussian radial velocity distribution with a velocity dispersion of 130 km s −1 , and a minimum pre-SN helium star mass of 2.1 M ⊙ ). Somewhat surprisingly, we found the effect on the PDFs to be rather minimal. As a second test, we therefore considered a second system identical to the double pulsar, but located at a height of 790 ± 50 pc above the Galactic plane (corresponding to the distance of PSR B1534+12 to the Galactic plane). Again, we found minimal changes in the PDF. We conclude that the position of the system in the Galaxy therefore seems to be relatively unimportant in the derivation of the (V k , M 0 )-PDF.
This conclusion is further strengthened by the results in panel (b) of Fig. 9 : it shows the 2-D PDF obtained without any constraint on |Z|. It is evident that the PDF does not depend in any significant way on the position of PSR J0737-3039 close to the Galactic plane, in contrast to what is claimed by PS (the main difference between panels (a) and (b) is that the "peak" contour is somewhat more spread out). Indeed when tracking the progenitor systems as they are affected by the different constraints in the simulations, we find that the |Z| < 50 pc constraint eliminates only 13% of the systems that satisfy all other imposed constraints. It turns out that the orbital dynamics of asymmetric SN explosions and associated constraints are much more important than the position of the system in the Galaxy in determining the (V k , M 0 )-PDF.
For comparison, we also constructed 2-D kick velocity and progenitor mass distributions by marginalizing the 5-D PDFs derived in § VI, for model assumptions similar to those adopted by Piran & Shaviv [18] . Specifically, we considered a present-day transverse velocity of 30 km s −1 , a minimum helium star mass of 1.25 M ⊙ , kinematic ages of 49-51 Myr, and a Gaussian radial velocity distribution with a dispersion of 130 km s −1 . We also removed the limits on pulsar A's spin-orbit misalignment from the list of imposed constraints as it was not incorporated in the analysis of PS. The resulting PDF is shown in panel (c) of Fig. 9 . We note that, although the analysis by PS does not incorporate the radial velocity, it is an indispensable part of our method which cannot be omitted from the analysis. A comparison between our results and those derived by PS with exactly the same assumptions is therefore not possible. Despite this, the differences between the PDFs displayed in panels (a) and (c) are quite minimal. The same holds true for the other adopted radial-velocity distributions. In view of the nonnegligible differences between the two approaches, the agreement is all but trivial and thus strengthens our confidence in the validity of the derived results. The effect of the minimum helium star mass on the PDF is illustrated in panel (d), where the minimum pre-SN helium star mass was assumed to be 2.1 M ⊙ . The main difference with the PDF shown in panel (c) is the minimum kick velocity of ∼ 60 km s −1 . The most likely kick velocity is of the order of 60-100 km s −1 and the most likely progenitor mass is 2.1 − 2.4 M ⊙ .
Thus, we conclude that (i) if one allows a priori for lowmass progenitors of pulsar B, and (ii) if the marginalized 2-D PDF is considered and not the underlying 5-D PDF, then the preference for low progenitor masses and low kicks is rather generic and it is not related to the system's position close to the place or the small upper limit on the proper motion in any crucial way (c.f. PS).
As part of our discussion of previous work we should also note that, contrary to what is claimed by PS, small tilt angles between pulsar A's spin angular momentum and the post-SN orbital angular momentum do not necessarily imply that a small SN kick was imparted to pulsar B at birth. This can, e.g., be seen from Figs. 11 and 12 in Paper II. In addition, Eq. (5) shows that the tilt depends on the direction as well as on the magnitude of the natal kick velocity, and that in the particular case where the kicks are confined to the pre-SN orbital plane, the tilt angle is equal to zero regardless of the magnitude of the kick velocity.
VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this study, we have considered the kinematic and evolutionary history of the double pulsar PSR J0737-3039, taking into account the most recent observational constraints and theoretical developments. Unlike our earlier work on this topic, we focus here on the derivation of the full multi-dimensional probability distribution functions for the magnitude and direction of the kick velocity imparted to pulsar B at birth, the mass of pulsar B's pre-SN helium star progenitor, and the pre-SN orbital separation. The consideration of the multi-dimensional PDF has the distinct advantage that it is free of projection effects and that it accounts for all possible correlations between the derived parameters; these correlations and projection effects turn out to be very important when addressing the question of what are the most likely properties of the double pulsar's progenitor. We also examine the dependence of the PDFs on the adopted prior assumptions by systematically varying the magnitude of the transverse systemic velocity component, the minimum pre-SN helium star mass required to form a NS, the age of the system, and the present-day radial velocity. Since the latter cannot be determined from observation, we construct and explore theoretical radial-velocity distributions by means of population synthesis calculations for coalescing DNSs.
We find that marginalizing the PDFs to 1-D or 2-D distributions for the pulsar B kick velocity and progenitor mass has a strong effect on the determination of their most likely values. When the full multi-dimensional PDF is examined it is clear that helium star progenitors with M 0 > 2.1 M ⊙ and kick velocities of magnitude V k ≃ 100 km s −1 are not disfavored for a wide range of prior models. Most likely progenitors with M 0 < 2.1 M ⊙ can furthermore also be associated with kick velocities of up to 100 km s −1 (see, e.g., the case of V t = 30 km s −1
and M 0 > 1.25 M ⊙ in Figs. 4 and 6 ). Kick velocities of less than 60 km s −1 , on the other hand, are only possible for progenitor masses below 2.1 M ⊙ . In addition, we find that the proximity of PSR J0737-3039 to the Galactic plane and the small proper motion do not pose stringent constraints on the kick velocity and progenitor mass of pulsar B. Instead, the constraints are predominantly determined by the orbital dynamics of asymmetric SN explosions.
Hence, based on the currently available observational constraints, a wide range of progenitor and kick velocity properties are favored for PSR J0737-3039B. In particular, the constraints are compatible with a conventional hydrodynamical or neutrino-driven SN explosion from a helium star more massive than 2.1 M ⊙ [10, 38] , as well as an electron-capture SN from a helium star less massive than 2.5 M ⊙ [46, 47] . Podsiadlowski et al. [3] have speculated that the electron-capture SN mechanism may be typical for close binaries and that it may be accompanied by much smaller kicks than hydrodynamical or neutrino-driven SN explosions. Consequently, if pulsar B is formed through an electron capture SN and if electron capture SNe are accompanied by small kicks, the mass of pulsar B's pre-SN helium star progenitor must be smaller than 2.1 M ⊙ (otherwise the kick is always larger than ∼ 60 km s −1 ). Since it is unlikely that future observations lead to new constraints on the smallest possible pulsar B progenitor mass, further insight in the formation mechanism of pulsar B should be sought in corecollapse simulations of low-mass ( 2.1 M ⊙ ) helium stars and population synthesis studies of PSR J0737-3039-type binaries and their progenitors. results presented in Paper I are dictated by the implicit assumption that the system is moving with a large radial velocity towards us. The kick velocity and progenitor parameters derived in Paper I are, however, based solely on stellar and binary evolution considerations. Constraints on the proper motion did not become available until the writing of Paper II in which we presented the possible kick velocity and progenitor parameters as a function of the unknown radial velocity. In that paper, we considered the full range of radial velocities, from small to large, as having a flat distribution function.
[52] In kinematic calculations of DNS binaries the part of the motion preceding the second supernova explosion is most often ignored as negligible. However, we have examined our radial velocity distributions with and without this early motion and we can confirm that its effect is indeed negligible. This is not so much due to the somewhat smaller center-of-mass velocities after the first explosion (compared to those after the second explosion because of the wide orbits involved); instead it is mostly due to the very short time between between the two events (from about one tenth to a few Myr).
[53] Confidence limits for cos θ, φ, and A0 were also calculated but these did not contribute any significant new information.
[54] Note that PS consider a range of eccentricities 0.088 < e < 0.14 obtained by reversing the past orbital evolution for a range of ages between 0 Myr and 210 Myr (the characteristic age of pulsar A). Although, this is inconsistent with the age of 50 Myr adopted for the Galactic motion calculations, we do not expect the use of the range of eccentricities to have a strong impact on the derivation of the V k , cos θ, φ, M0, and A0 constraints. It is furthermore unclear if PS solve Eqs. (2) and (3) by randomly generating eccentricities from a uniform distribution between 0.088 and 0.14, or by some other unspecified procedure. For these reasons, we modify this step in PS's analysis and consistently use the post-SN orbital parameters associated with a fixed age of 50 Myr.
[55] Contrary to PS, we do not impose any constraint on the present-day transverse systemic velocity, since there is no unambiguous way to impose the constraint without making additional assumptions about the system's presentday 3-D space velocity. In particular, limiting the motion of the system in the Galaxy to a local vertical oscillation restricts the knowledge of the velocity in the simulations to the component perpendicular to the Galactic plane. Since this component does not lay in the plane perpendicular to the line-of-sight to the double pulsar, imposing the proper motion constraint requires additional assumptions on the radial velocity and the direction of the proper motion.
[56] Because of the chosen normalization, the contour levels in PS measure the decrease of the PDF with respect to its maximum value. They therefore do not correspond to confidence levels.
